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Abstract-The effects of sharp corners and the far field boundary conditions on vorticity generation and 
flow instabilities are discussed. The importance of the far field boundary conditions and the interaction 
between the controlling variables are discussed and an in-depth analysis of the fluid flow and vortex 
interaction in the open-ended cavity is presented. The formation of a thermally stratified region and its 
role in influencing the thermal instabilities is discussed. The transient behavior of the flow field through 
the formation of vortices and the opposing interactions of the buoyant and suction mechanisms leading 
to an oscillating central vortex and overshooting and oscillations in the heat transfer process are analyzed. 
Finally, the effects of the geometric and thermophysical parameters as well as the influence of the Rayleigh 

number and different temperature levels are thoroughly explored. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN THE buoyancy-driven convection, the problems can 
be categorized in two different ways depending on 
whether the density gradient is parallel or normal to 
the gravitational field. If the density gradient is normal 
to the gravitational field, convective motion starts 
almost immediately following the initial conduction. 
But, if the density gradient is parallel and opposed to 
the gravitational field, convection will occur only if 
the density gradient is large enough. The significance 
of fluid motions, resulting from buoyancy forces, in 
many engineering applications has prompted many 
researchers to carry out numerous studies to improve 
their understanding of the governing processes. 
Among these investigations, two-dimensional natural 
convection in enclosures or cavities has been the sub- 
ject of many studies due to its important role in many 
modem technologies. These studies have been applied 
to several, different problems such as heat transfer 
across unventilated air gaps, multi-layered walls, 
design of efficient fire detection systems, analysis of 
the solar collectors, and many environmental and geo- 
thermal flow processes. 

While two-dimensional natural convection in 
enclosures constitutes a very large portion of these 
investigations, a related but more complex problem 
on partial enclosures and open cavities, has received 
very little attention. One of the reasons for this asym- 
metry can be traced to the difficulty in specifying the 
proper boundary conditions for an open cavity con- 
figuration resulting from its significantly more com- 
plex geometry. Since it seems almost impossible to 
impose known physical conditions in the aperture 
plane, all the numerical studies included calculations 
in an enlarged computational domain and therefore, 
partly overcame the problem of unknown physical 
conditions at the opening. The present study shows 

that the extent of the enlarged computational domain 
has a more pronounced effect on the results than 
previously anticipated by other researchers. The 
results of this study clearly show the importance of 
buoyant forces on the heat transfer process in an open 
cavity. Furthermore, by a rigorous examination of the 
transient development of the flow field the present 
investigation will constitute one of the very few works 
that have illustrated the transient flow and thermal 
characteristics of an open cavity configuration. 
Among the previous studies Penot [l] demonstrated 
the dependence of thermal losses on cavity orientation 
including the existence of large scale variations in the 
flow for specific conditions of Grashof number and 
inclination angle. LeQuere et al. [2] studied the same 
configuration with variable properties using primitive 
variables. They found that flow unsteadiness arises 
for values of Gr > lo6 and that the thermal losses 
diminish with increasing values of the inclination 
angle resulting from stable stratification of the flow 
and the subsequent decrease in the unsteadiness. They 
also found that the flow field approaching the open 
cavity depends on the far field boundary specifica- 
tions. LeQuere et al. [2] had mentioned that the flow 
field within the open cavity and in the aperture plane 
is determined mainly by the local heat transfer effects 
and is relatively insensitive to the far field specifica- 
tions if the far field boundary is at a distance of two 
cavity heights or more from the aperture plane. How- 
ever, based on our analysis, these types of extensions 
were quite inadequate for the present investigation. 

Unlike the previous studies that involved a heated 
bottom wall, Chan and Tien [3] examined natural 
convection in a two-dimensional open cavity with 
insulated top and bottom walls. In their study, steady 
flow characteristics were explored up to a Grashof 
number of 10y. They reported that the near field sob- 
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NOMENCLATURE 

d length of the cavity [m] Greek symbols 
H open cavity height [m] a 
Nu, Nusselt number for the cavity 
Pr Prandtl number, v/a & 
Ra Rayleigh number, g/?H’AT/uv e 
T temperature [K] p 
u non-dimensionalized x-component velocity V 

V non-dimensionalized y-component velocity P 
x non-dimensionalized horizontal coordinate II/ 
y non-dimensionalized vertical 

thermal diffusivity [m’ s- ‘1 
thermal expansion coeBlcient of fluid [K- ‘1 
vorticity 
dimensionless temperature 
dynamic viscosity kg m- ’ s- ‘1 
kinematic viscosity [m’ s- ‘1 
fluid density [kg m- ‘1 
stream function. 

coordinate. Subscripts 
1 lower block 
2 upper block 
r, free stream. 

tions inside the open cavity and close to the opening 
are satisfactory if reasonable boundary conditions are 
set far away from the opening. They also concluded 
that this approach is necessary since the boundary 
conditions at the opening are not specific and the flow 
patterns in the region just outside the opening are also 
of interest. 

While the study of natural convection in an open 
cavity configuration has received very little attention, 
the analysis of thermally-driven flows in open-ended 
cavities has not yet been studied. The only inves- 
tigation in this area has been by Ettefagh and Vafai [4] 
who performed a numerical investigation of natural 
convection in open-ended cavities with a porous 
medium. However, the natural convection in regular 
open-ended cavities has not been studied. Although 
by utilization of the symmetry consideration, the 
geometry of half of an open-ended configuration will 
have a superficial similarity to the open cavity, the 
temperature boundary conditions on the open-ended 
cavity and the physics of the process are very different. 
Since the flow and temperature fields within the open 
cavity are determined mainly by local heat transfer 
events, the significance of the different temperature 
boundary conditions also become more apparent. In 
this work the transient Nusselt number which rep- 
resents the heat transfer process is shown to exhibit an 
overshooting followed by damped oscillations around 
its steady state value. Furthermore, by presenting a 
thorough and in-depth analysis of the specifications 
of the far field conditions, etc. on the heat transfer and 
fluid flow inside the open-ended cavity ; the present 
investigation will also directly extend and clarify 
several unsolved issues in the open cavities. 

2. ANALYSIS 

Consider the two-dimensional open-ended cavity of 
length d and height H shown in Fig. 1. The lower 
block and upper block temperatures of the slot are 

maintained at T, and T2, respectively, while the sur- 
rounding fluid communicating with the open-ended 
cavity is at an ambient temperature T, which is lower 
than T, and T2. The vertical portions of both blocks 
are assumed to be adiabatic. The equations governing 
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy for- 
mulated in terms of vorticity, stream function, and 
temperature with the fluid medium regarded as Bous- 
sinesq-incompressible are written as 

de a9 de 
z+lJx -i-v- = V28 ay 

where 

FIG. 1. Schematic of an open-ended cavity. 
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The equations were made dimensionless by scaling the 
length variables by the open cavity height, H, the time 
by Hz/a, where z is the thermal diffusivity of the 
medium, temperature by the temperature difference 
between lower block and the ambient and the velocity 
by a/H. The resultant three non-dimensional par- 
ameters in the above equations are the Rayleigh num- 
ber defined as Ra = g/?H’AT/av, the Prandtl number, 
Pr = v/a and the aspect ratio, A = H/d. In the above 
expressions g is the gravitational acceleration, /3 the 
coefficient of volume expansion, and v the kinematic 
viscosity of the fluid medium. As mentioned before, 
the treatment of the far field boundary conditions in 
the open cavity geometry requires careful consider- 
ation. The open boundary conditions were approxi- 
mated by specifying zero normal gradients for the vel- 
ocities and temperature at these locations. The above 
approximations supplied enough accuracy (as will be 
discussed in more detail) provided that the com- 
putational domain is extended far enough. In this 
investigation, many numerica! runs were carried out in 
which several, different far field boundary conditions 
plus different extensions of the open boundaries were 
examined. The numerical tests showed that the far 
field flow characteristics were quite sensitive to the 
type of boundary conditions which were used. The 
results also showed that, the flow and heat transfer 
characteristics inside the open-ended cavity and in its 
immediate surroundings did not alter significantly if 
the computational domain was extended at least 60 
times the cavity height for cases with high Rayleigh 
number. It should be noted that these type of exten- 
sions are far more than what was previously con- 
sidered being needed by other investigators. For 
example, LeQuere et al. [2], in relation to predicting 
laminar natural convection in a heated cavity (while 
they have noted that a realistic calculation of the far 
field flow pattern does call for careful attention to 
the specification of the far field boundary conditions) 
have used a maximum extension of only about twice 
the cavity height in specifying the outer boundary 
conditions. 

To reduce the size of the computational domain, 
the expected symmetry condition was used at the center- 
line of the open-ended cavity. The validity of using 
the symmetry conditions at the centerline of the cavity 
was checked through a series of numerical runs. 
Specifically this was done by comparing the numerical 
results which were obtained for half of the open-ended 
cavity, using the symmetry conditions, vs the full 
numerical simulation of the entire open-ended cavity. 
As a result of the above-mentioned comparisons it 
became apparent that the use of the symmetry con- 
ditions on half of the open-ended cavity is equivalent 
to simulating the entire open-ended cavity. Further- 
more, we also perturbed the flow and again observed 
a return to a symmetrical state. This was done by 
performing a number of separate runs using a series 
of different and asymmetrical initial conditions. The 
results of the runs were also used to show that the 

initial conditions do not have any influence on the 
steady state results. 

The lower and upper block Nusselt numbers are 
defined as the ratio of actual heat transfer rate to pure 
conduction heat transfer rate. The rate ofheat transfer 
across the open-ended cavity was calculated in terms 
of a cavity Nusselt number which represents the non- 
dimensional total rate of heat transfer from the entire 
cavity, and is given as 

Nu, = -A 
I:2 20 

s I 0 is . y= --A/2 

The presence of a large computational domain and 
the complex interactions between the boundary layers 
along the blocks and the rest of the flow field, and the 
presence of an oscillating vortex inside the cavity at 
higher Rayleigh numbers (discussed in detail later) 
demanded the use of an efficient and accurate algo- 
rithm for the present problem. This was established 
by developing : 

(a) a very stable implicit finite differencing scheme 
in which at each time step the internal and the bound- 
ary nodes for II/ or 0 were updated within one sweep 
of the computational domain; 

(b) a highly vectorized algorithm ; 
(c) a variable grid structure. 

Figure 2 displays the non-uniform grid distribution 
for the portion of the domain which concentrates on 
the cavity and its immediate surroundings. The non- 
uniform grid network used in this work possesses a 
uer>jJ%e grid structure near the symmetry line which 
gradually converts to a jne grid structure inside the 
cavity. In the extended computational domain, the 
grid distribution is fine near the vertical portions of 
the cavity and then it gradually becomes coarser 
towards the far field. In this work the grid distribution 

FIG. 2. The non-uniform grid distribution for the portion of 
the computational domain which concentrates on the cavity 

and its immediate surroundings. 
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was chosen such that the second-order accuracy 
would be preserved. This required that the variable 
grid space would undergo a gradual increase or 
decrease such that the truncation error for the utilized 
grid system would be locally of the same order of 
magnitude as that which would occur in a uniformly 
spaced grid system. It should be noted that the mesh 
layout covers a far larger region than what is shown 
in Fig. 2. However, for clarity, only the cavity and its 
immediate surroundings are shown since the inclusion 
of the entire region in Fig. 2 would obscure the mesh 
layout pattern in the cavity region. 

The two parabolic equations (vorticity and energy 
equations) are solved in a variable grid mesh by a 
modified ADI method which incorporates the upwind 
differencing and accounts for the convective insta- 
bilities. The diffusion terms were approximated in the 
non-uniform grid system (xi,, -_x, = Ax,, yj+ , -)?I = 
Ayj) by a central differencing scheme. The initial con- 
ditions used in this work were : a uniform temperature 
fluid (at the ambient temperature) which is initially at 
rest. Aside from being quite basic, these type of initial 
conditions, were motivated by physical considerations 
as they prevail in a variety of practical problems. Since 
the transient simulation of the flow and heat transfer 
characteristics were among the major concerns in this 
work, the same initial conditions, i.e. fluid being at rest 
and having the same temperature as the surroundings 
were used for all the numerical results which were 
presented in this work. By performing a series of 
separate runs, using different initial conditions it was 
ascertained that the initial conditions do not have any 
influence on the steady state results. At each time step, 
the elliptic equation (Poisson equation) is solved by 
an extrapolated Jacobi scheme, an iterative method 
with optimum over-relaxation. 

The vorticity is then advanced in time using 
methods analogous to those used on the energy trans- 
port equation. The stream function is then updated 
by the extrapolated Jacobi scheme. The heat flux is 
calculated by three point differencing of the tem- 
perature gradients at the walls, and the cavity Nusselt 
number is found by numerical integration using 
Simpson’s rule. It is assumed that the steady state 
conditions have been reached when the following con- 
vergence criteria : 

for temperature, stream function, and vorticity have 
been met. In the above expression, n refers to any 
particular time level and Q represents either one of the 
three dependent variables. In practice, the tem- 
perature and the stream function satisfy a more strin- 
gent convergence criteria than what is given in the 
above expression. 

The vorticity at sharp comers require special con- 

sideration. Several methods of handling this comer 
vorticity are discussed in Roache [5]. Such dis- 
continuous treatment for the vorticity evaluation were 
suggested by Thorn and Apelt [6], Roache and 
Mueller [7], and Kacker and Whitelaw (81 and used 
by several different researchers. Here to model as 
appropriately as possible the mathematical limit of a 
sharp comer, the method of discontinuous vorticity 
values is used. The bifurcation of the vorticity at the 
comers is essentially handled through introduction of 
two different vorticity values. These are o, and wb, 
where both are evaluated by using the no-slip wall 
equation, but w, is evaluated by considering the comer 
being part of the horizontal wall while ob is evaluated 
by considering it to be part of the vertical section of 
the block. Then in an interior point difference 
equation, w, or w,, is used for the comer vorticity 
depending on the differencing direction. The tem- 
perature condition at the sharp comers also requires 
special attention. Since there are two kinds of tem- 
perature boundary conditions (specified temperature 
on horizontal portion and adiabatic on vertical por- 
tion) imposed on the corner, a multi-valued procedure 
similar to vorticity evaluation is also used for the 
temperature differencing at the corners. 

The proper magnitude of the time increment (used 
in the numerical calculations) was. primarily depen- 
dent on the Rayleigh and the Prandtl numbers ; once 
the proper extension of the computational domain 
was established. For example, a typical non-dimen- 
sional time increment used for the range of low to 
moderately high Rayleigh numbers, Ra < IO5 (with 
air as the working fluid), was lo-‘. However, for 
larger Rayleigh numbers, Ra > lo’, the non-dimen- 
sional time increment had to be reduced to about lo-’ 
or lower. For fluids with higher Prandtl number, time 
steps of 10-‘-10-5 were used. To examine the depen- 
dency of the results on the chosen time interval, many 
numerical runs with smaller time steps were per- 
formed. All these runs resulted in identical solutions. 
During our investigations many different boundary 
conditions. such as constant values, first and second 
gradients of the stream function and the temperature 
field, were investigated in applying the outer boundary 
conditions. As a result of these extensive investi- 
gations, it was determined that the most representa- 
tive set of boundary conditions are those which are 
depicted in Fig. 3. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The influence of governing physical parameters 
such as the Rayleigh number, Prandtl number, and 
different temperature ratios between two blocks on 
the temperature and velocity distributions for the 
buoyancy-driven flows in open-ended cavities were 
thoroughly explored. The effects of geometric par- 
ameters such as aspect ratio of the open-ended cavity 
and the importance and influence of the far field con- 
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d nd 

FIG. 3. Schematic of the problem with boundary conditions. 

ditions on the flow and heat transfer characteristics 
within the open-ended cavity and its immediate sur- 
roundings were also examined. The bulk of the results 
were obtained for cases with the lower block surface 
temperature of 0, = 1, the upper block surface tem- 
perature of O2 = 1, an aspect ratio of A = 0.5, and 
using air as the working fluid. In all cases, the full 
transient behavior of the heat transfer characteristics 
inside the cavity were studied. To accurately detect 
the detailed information about the flow field especially 
for higher Rayleigh numbers, the variable mesh net- 
work having a mesh size of 0.01 (translating into 651 
points) was used inside the open cavity for an aspect 
ratio of 0.5. The typical time increment used was 10e3 
for air, and 10-4-10-5 for fluids with higher Prandtl 
number. 

The open boundaries were systematically extended 
in both directions and it was found that it was necess- 
ary to extend the computational domain at least 16 
times the height of the cavity to eliminate the effects 
of the far field solution on the flow field and the heat 
transfer characteristics inside the open cavity and in 
its immediate opening. This extension was doubled 
for cases with Ra > 10’ and tripled for cases with 
Ra > 10’. It should be mentioned that the magnitude 
of this extension is in sharp contrast to the limited 
number of studies which were carried out on the par- 
tially closed cavity problem, i.e. Penot [ 11, LeQuere et 
al. [2], and Chan and Tien [3]. In these studies, the 
maximum extensions reported were only twice the 
height of the cavity. Based on our investigation, this 
was found to be quite inadequate. To illustrate the 
results of the flow and temperature fields inside the 
open cavity, only the portion which concentrates on 
the open-ended region and its close vicinity is 

presented. However, always, the much larger domain 
was used for numerical calculations and interpret- 
ation of the results. It should be noted that the values 
of isotherms start with 0.1 and are incremented by 0.1 
for all figures throughout this work. The streamline 
contour values are set to zero on all solid boundaries 
and are incremented by two for all the steady results 
except Fig. 4, in which they are incremented by one. 

3.1. The effects of Rayleigh number 
As shown in Fig. 4(a) for Ra = lo’, the heat trans- 

fer inside the open cavity is mainly by conduction. 
However, the convective heat transfer is surely not 
negligible as seen by the distortion of the isotherms at 
the opening. The hot buoyant fluid rises like a buoyant 
plume into the outside domain as it escapes from 
the restrictive horizontal top surface. Because of this 
‘ejection mechanism’, caused by the ener_q transfer 
from the internal surfaces of the cavity to the fluid, 
the cold fluid from the outside creeps into the lower 
part of the open cavity and replaces the departing hot 
fluid. Even at this Rayleigh number the flow field 
inside the open cavity is not symmetric about the mid- 
height plane. This is because the ‘ejection mechanism’ 
acting on the hot exiting fluid gives rise to higher 
velocities associated with the departing flow than that . 
of the entering flow. Hence, as a direct consequence 
of the conservation of mass, the cold incoming fluid 
occupies a larger part of the aperture plane than the 
hot exiting flow. 

As the Rayleigh number increases from IO3 to 104, 
the cold fluid penetrates further inside the open cavity. 
However, since the flow penetrates in the cavity from 
both sides with equal vigor, it is forced to turn around 
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FIG. 4. Streamlines and isotherms for O2 = I, A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71: (a) Rn = 103, (b) Ra = 10 at steady 
state. 

the centerline of the cavity. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the 
departing streamlines are spaced closer together along 
the vertical wall showing the higher speeds associated 
with the outgoing fluid. It also shows the early stages 
of the wall plume formation along the upper insulated 
wall. It should be noted that the interaction of the 
wall with the plume is to attract it as a result of the 
boundary layer formation on the wall. The approach- 
ing flow from the far field is sucked into the open 
cavity to fill the space left behind by the departing 
plume. At higher Rayleigh numbers, the cold creeping 
flow is sucked inside the open cavity at higher speed. 
This ‘suction mechanism’ is responsible for an almost 
parallel flow along the lower block. While this flow 
travels inside the open cavity, the fluid is heated along 
the !ower block. Therefore, the fluid particles traveling 
along the lower block are subjected to two different 
driving mechanisms with respect to time. While the 

‘suction mechanism’ gives rise to an almost parallel 
flow, the ‘buoyant mechanism’ forces the fluid 
elements to rise up in a direction which is opposite to 
that of the gravitational field. These different driving 
forces on the entering fluid are the cause of the ‘oscil- 
lations’ in the transient variations of the lower block 
Nusselt number which will be discussed in more detail 
later. Comparison of Figs. 4(a) and (b) shows that, 
as Ra increases, the streamlines and isotherms become 
closely spaced together along both blocks. As a result 
of this higher temperature gradient, the heat transfer 
from the lower block increases. The heat transfer from 
the upper block which is mainly governed by con- 
duction also increases. The comparison also shows 
that as Ra increases, the horizontal temperature gradi- 
ent in the upper part of the open cavity decreases, 
resulting in a thermally-stratified flow along the upper 
block. 
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As Rayleigh number increases further (105- 
5 x lo’), the cold incoming fluidentets the open cavity 
at much higher speeds and penetrates much further 
inside. As shown in Fig. 5(a), near the lower block, 
the streamlines and isotherms are more closely spaced 
together resulting in the formation of a thermal 
boundary layer along the block. The thickness of this 
thermal layer decreases with an increase in Ra, as seen 
in Fig. 5(b). Comparison of Fig. 5(b) with Fig. 5(a) 
and especially Fig. 4(b) shows that the thermally- 
stratified region in the upper part of the open cavity 
becomes more apparent with an increase in Ra. The 
comparison also shows that, as Ra increases, the out- 
going fluid rises up at much faster speeds resulting in 
a thinner wall plume. Due to this thinner thermal 
boundary layer which is responsible for most of the 
heat transfer to the quiescent and far field fluid, the 
overall plume temperature decreases as Ra increases. 
The formation of a circulating flow region inside the 
open cavity as a result of viscous effects associated 
with high speeds of both incoming and outgoing flows 
is depicted in Fig. 6(b). 

3.2. Transient results 
Figures 7-9 show the transient behavior of the tlow 

and temperature fields for the general case of the 
lower block temperature of 0, = 1, the upper block 
temperature of O2 = 1, an aspect ratio of A = 0.5, 
Prandtl number of Pr = 0.71, and the Rayleigh num- 
ber of Ra = 10’. For both primary and recirculating 
flows, the streamline contour values are set to zero 
on all the solid boundaries. These contour lines are 
incremented by two for all the transient results except 
in Fig. 7 in which they are incremented by one. Figure 
7 clearly illustrates the effects of the sharp comers in 
vorticity generation. As a result of the flow over the 
external comers, two vortices rotating about the same 
axis are generated. As time progresses, the lower vor- 
tex moves up along the aperture plane while, the top 
vortex moves out of the upper comer of the opening 
as seen in Fig. 7. These vortices eventually combine 
and continue to move upward and away from the 
opening as shown in Fig. 8(a). In the early stages of 
the flow development (0 Q T < EAT), the dominant 
heat transfer mechanism inside the open cavity is by 

FIG. 5. Streamlines and isotherms for t12 = 1, A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71: (a) Ra = IO’, 0) Ra = 2 x 10’ at steady 
state. 
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(b) 

FIG. 6. Streamlines and isotherms for O2 = I, A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71 : (a) Ra = 3 x IO’, (b) Ra = 5 x 10’ at 
steady state. 

conduction, however, the contribution of the con- 
vective heat transfer near the opening is still present. 
Figure 7(b) illustrates the beginning of the formation 
of a weak secondary circulation along the lower block. 
The onset of this recirculating flow is the result of the 
viscous interaction between the primary flow and the 
stagnant flow which occupies the end portion of the 
cavity. Figures 7(c) and (d) show that, as the cold 
incoming fluid continues to penetrate further inside 
the open cavity, it is being opposed by the secondary 
flow which becomes stronger in time. This recircu- 
lating flow is responsible for the temperature inver- 
sion of the fluid inside the open cavity away from the 
opening as shown by the isotherms in Fig. 7(d). The 
secondary circulation continues to become stronger 
in time until it occupies the central half portion of the 
open-ended cavity as presented in Fig. 8(a). It should 
be noted that for the full cavity we have two vortices 
over the central portion of the open-ended cavity. The 
isotherms in Fig. 8(a) show that, the temperature of 
the fluid near the symmetry line is increased by the 
heat removal process of the secondary flow from the 
lower block. Simultaneously, due to the heat input 

from the secondary flow as it approaches the lower 
block, the temperature of the fluid in the central part 
of the open cavity increases even further. This is 
clearly seen by the shapes of the isotherms in Fig. 8(a). 
Hence, the horizontal temperature distribution of the 
fluid in the lower part of the open cavity exhibits a 
parabolic shape over the entire lower block. The heat- 
ing process of the fluid by the secondary circulation 
continues to a point in time when the peak in strength 
of the recirculating flow is reached. After this time, 
due to an increase in the overall temperature of the 
fluid inside the open cavity, the strength of the recir- 
culating flow begins to decay in time as shown in Figs. 
8(b) and (c). This decline continues in time to a point 
after which it completely submits to the primary flow 
as it starts to occupy the entire cavity as illustrated in 
Fig. 8(d). Figure 9 presents different stages of the flow 
development in the period from the total decay of the 
secondary flow up to and including the steady state. 

3.3. The effects of Prandtl number 
To study the effects of the Prandtl number on the 

flow and temperature fields, two different working 
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FIG. 7. Streamlines and isotherms for O2 = I, A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71, Ra = IO’ at: (a) T = 6A7, (b) T = 987, 
(c) T = 12Ar, (d) T = 15Ar. 

fluids other than air, namely water and heavy oil were three different fluids with Pr = 0.71; 7.0, and 100 
used. The numerical results are presented for the gen- respectively. Comparison of the streamlines in Figs. 
eral case of the lower block temperature of 0, = 1, 10(a) and (b) indicates that the flow field for the 
upper block temperature of e2 = 1, aspect ratio of water (Pr = 7) is stronger than the flow field for air 
A = 0.5, and a Rayleigh number of Ra = 105. Figures (Pr = 0.71). This Prandtl number influence on the 
lo(a)-(c) present the streamlines and isotherms for flow field is contributed by the fact that the buoyancy 

0) 

FIG. 8. Streamlines and isotherms for & = I, A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71, Ra = 10’ at: (a) r = 2lAr, (b) r = 26Ar, 
(c) r = 316~. (d) r = 36Ar. 
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FIG. 9. Streamlines and isotherms for f3? = 1, A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71, Ra = IO’ at 

(c) 5 = 12OA.5, (d) T = 260Ar. 
(a) 5 = 40A.r, (b) T = 60Ar, 

parameter (gfl/z:v) of the water is almost one order of thermal boundary layer along the lower block 
magnitude higher than that of the air. becomes thinner yielding higher heat transfer rates 

As Pr increases (0.71-7), the cold fluid enters the for higher Prandtl numbers. The above-mentioned 
open cavity at higher speeds and penetrates further comparison also indicates that the thermally stratified 
inside as shown in Fig. 10(b). Comparison of the region along the upper block becomes more apparent 
isotherms in Figs. 10(a) and (b) indicates that the with an increase in Pr. As illustrated in Fig. 10(b), an 

W 

FIG. 10. Streamlines and isotherms for B2 = I, A = 0.5, Ra = 10’: (a) Pr = 0.71, (b) Pr = 7, (c) Pr = 100 
at steady state. 
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increase in the Prandtl number significantly increases 
the wall plume thickness while decreasing its average 
temperature. Figure 10(b) also illustrates the for- 
mation of a vortex which is caused by stronger viscous 
interactions between the incoming and outgoing 
flows. The above-mentioned characteristics are fur- 
ther pronounced as the Prandtl number is increased 
from 7 to 100 as can be seen in Fig. 10(c). In the case 
of Pr = 100, the additional, viscous damping caused 
by an increase in Prandtl number has an amplifying 
effect on the stratification. This phenomenon can be 
clearly seen by the depicted flow field in Fig. 10(c) and 
is expected to cause an earlier incidence of instabilities 
for higher Prandtl number fluids. 

3.4. The eflects of temperature ratio 
The effects of different temperature ratios between 

the two blocks on the flow field and the temperature 
distribution inside the open cavity were studied for 
the general case of the lower block temperature of 
6 , = 1, an aspect ratio of A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71, and 
Ra = 10’. The streamlines and isotherms for the cases 
of the upper block temperatures of f_J2 = 0.5, 1, and 2 
are presented in Figs. 11 (a)-(c). The results for differ- 
ent upper block temperatures illustrate essentially the 
same characteristics as were observed earlier for the 
case of e1 = 1. As seen from Fig. 11, there is no 
appreciable change in the entire flow field except for 
the presence of higher buoyancy forces for higher 
values of oz. This in turn causes the outgoing flow to 
rise up at greater speeds, thus resulting in a thinner 
wail plume. Because of higher temperatures associated 
with the outgoing flow, the average plume tem- 

perature also increases as e2 increases. Comparison 
of the results in Fig. 11 shows that the thermally 
stratified region along the upper block becomes more 
established as the upper block temperature is 
increased. As presented by the isotherms in Fig. 11, 
there is hardly any significant change in heat transfer 
from the lower block while the heat transfer from the 
upper block is greatly enhanced due to an increase in 
the upper block temperature. 

Due to a large temperature drop across the thermal 
boundary layer for Ra = lo’, the fluid with dimen- 
sionless temperature range of 0 > 0.5 is confined 
within the thermal boundary layer along the lower 
block for all the cases considered in Fig. 11. Therefore, 
the heat transfer continues to occur from the upper 
block to the fluid inside the open cavity even when the 
upper block temperature is e2 = 0.5. This is because 
the rest of the fluid within the open cavity has a tem- 
perature range of 0 < 0.5 as shown by the isotherms in 
Fig. 11 (a). However, this situation changes drastically 
for lower Rayleigh numbers such as Ra = 104. For 
this Rayleigh number and the upper block tem- 
perature of Q2 = 0.5, first the heat transfer occurs from 
the upper block to the fluid inside the open cavity 
since the average temperature of the fluid Lvithin the 
cavity is lower than that of the upper block. But, for 
larger times, the fluid inside the open cavity warms up 
and since the thermal boundary layer formation does 
not happen (for Ra = IO’), the temperature of the 
fluid in the upper part of the open cavity continues to 

increase in time until it becomes higher than the upper 
block temperature. As a result, the direction of the 
heat transfer is reversed and heat is transferred from 

FIG. 1 I. Streamlines and isotherms for A = 0.5, Pr = 0.71, Ra = 10’: (a) e2 = 0.5, (b) O2 = 1, (c) 02 = 2 

at steady state. 
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the fluid to the upper block from that time up to and 
including the steady state. This phenomenon has been 
confirmed by our numerical’experiments. 

3.5. The effhcts of aspect ratio 
Four different aspect ratios were considered to 

study their influence on the heat transfer charac- 
teristics and the flow field in an open-ended cavity. 
The numerical runs were carried out for the general 
case of the lower and upper block non-dimensional 
temperatures of 1, Rayleigh number of Ra = IO’, and 
using air as the working fluid. The streamlines and 
isotherms for aspect ratios of A = 0.25,0.5, 1, and 2 
are presented in Figs. 12(a)-(d), respectively. As the 
aspect ratio decreases, the speed of the incoming fluid 
increases and the thickness of the thermal boundary 
layer keeps on increasing until it can no longer be 
considered as a thermal boundary layer. This increase 
in the thermal boundary layer can be seen in Fig. 
12 for both the upper and lower blocks, though the 
increase in the thermal boundary layer for the lower 
block seems to be more pronounced. It also shows 
that, for higher aspect ratios, the bulk of heat transfer 
is more confined within the vicinity of the blocks 
leaving much of the open cavity filled with the lower 
temperature fluids. Furthermore, the formation of the 
thermally stratified region along the upper block 
becomes more established for cases with higher aspect 
ratios as illustrated by the isotherms in Fig. 12(d). 

was determined by numerical integration of the given 
expression. Figures 13(a) and (b) provide the time 
history of the lower block, upper block, and the cavity 
Nusselt number for Rayleigh numbers of lo4 and lo’, 
respectively. The numerical results were obtained for 
the cases with the lower and upper block tem~ratures 
of 1, aspect ratio of OS, and air as the working fluid. 
As indicated by the above figures, an overshooting of 
the maximum Nusselt number for both blocks above 
their w~esponding steady state values is observed. 
These overshootings are folfowed by damped oscil- 
lations (these oscillations are more pronounced for 
Ra = IO’) around their steady state values. The nature 
of these type of oscillations and their relation with 
a central vortex oscillation inside the cavity are 
thoroughly analyzed in ref. 191. 

3.6. Heat transfer results 
The cavity Nusselt number defined as the sum of 

the lower block and the upper block Nusselt numbers 

The lower block Nusselt number is greater than the 
upper Nusseit number for the case of Ra = lo4 while 
for Ra = 105, the upper block Nu has the higher value 
as seen in Fig. 13(b). This very interesting phenom- 
enon can be explained through a chain of physical 
events based on Figs. 4(b) and 5(a). First, because of 
the relatively small driving forces associated with the 
case of Rn = IO”, the thermal boundary layer along 
the lower block is not fully established. This causes a 
rise in temperature of the Ruid everyTvhere in the lower 
half of the open cavity. It should be noted that, the 
heat transfer from the upper block is mainly by con- 
duction in the thermally stratified region. Therefore, 
for the case of Ra = lo“, when an already preheated 
fIow from the lower block which is established as a 
result of this overall temperature rise, passes over the 
upper block, its heat removal potential is decreased. 
Consequently, because of smaller vertical temperature 

FIG. 12. Streamlines and isotherms for & = 1, Pr = 0.71, Ru = IO': (a) A = 0.25, (b) A = 0.5, (c) d = 1, 
(d) A = 2 at steady state. 
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FIG. 13. Time history of the lower block, upper block, and the cavity Nusselt numbers for f12 = 1, A = 0.5, 
Pr = 0.71: (a) Ru = 10’. (b) Ru = 10’. 

gradients along the upper block than the cor- 
responding ones along the lower block, the upper 
block Nusselt number becomes less than the lower 
block Nusselt number. However, as the Rayleigh 
number increases (Ra = lo’), the thermal boundary 
layer along the lower block becomes more pro- 
nounced. It is within this layer that most of the 
heat transfer takes place leaving part of the open 
cavity filled with the colder incoming fluid. Therefore, 
the temperature drop in the thermally stratified region 
along the upper block becomes more pronounced as 
it can be seen by the presence of almost four isotherms 
in the stratified region for the case of Ra = lo5 as 
compared to the two isotherms present in the case 
of Ra = 104. This effect in turn causes the vertical 

temperature gradient along the upper block to be 
greater than that of the lower block. Hence, the upper 
block Nusselt number becomes higher than the lower 
block Nusselt number for Ra 3 10’. Also as expected, 
the initial overshoot in the cavity Nusselt number 
starts earlier in time and is steeper for higher Rayleigh 
numbers. This is because the time that it takes to heat 
up the fluid particles along the lower block 
is decreased, due to steeper temperature gradients, as 
the Rayleigh number is increased. 

Figure 13(b) also depicts the oscillations that occur 
in the Nusselt number variations as a function of 
time. As discussed earlier, these oscillations in the time 
history of Nusselt numbers are due to the existence of 
thermal instabilities caused by the two driving mech- 
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anisms acting on the incoming flow in the early stages 
of the flow development. As it can be seen, the ampli- 
tude of oscillations is higher for the upper block Nus- 
selt number compared to the corresponding values for 
the lower block. The increase in amplitude is because 
the flow along the upper block starts after the flow 
has passed over the lower block. Therefore, the insta- 
bilities which had been introduced after the flow had 
passed over the lower block are further increased 
when the flow passes over the upper block. 

Figure 14 presents the Prandtl number effects on 
heat transfer characteristics of the natural convection 
in an open-ended cavity. The time history of the cavity 
Nusselt number is obtained for the cases with the 
lower and upper block temperatures of 1, aspect ratio 
of 0.5, Rayleigh number of lo’, and three different 
Prandtl numbers. The same phenomenon of an over- 
shooting of the cavity Nusselt number followed by 
damped oscillations around a steady state value is also 
observed for cases with higher Prandtl numbers. As 
it can be seen from Fig. 14, the initial overshoot of 
the cavity Nusselt number becomes steeper and starts 
earlier in time for higher Prandtl number cases. This 
is expected since as a result of higher velocities associ- 
ated with the incoming flow for higher Prandtl 
numbers, the heating period of the fluid particles 
traveling along the lower block decreases. An interest- 
ing phenomenon which is clearly depicted in Fig. 14, 
is that while the Nusselt number becomes steeper and 
starts its overshoot earlier in time, the damping of 
the oscillations, due to the stronger viscous forces 
becomes more effective for higher Prandtl numbers. 

increases. However, interestingly enough, the fre- 
quency and the amplitude of oscillations in the cavity 
Nusselt number decreases resulting in an earlier 
approach to steady state for higher values of Oz. The 
reason for the aforementioned behavior can be traced 
back to the presence of a more pronounced thermally 
stratified region along the upper block for the higher 
values of Oz. Therefore, in essence, for the higher 
values of e2, the more established stratified region has 
a more stabilizing effect on the flow which is passing 
through the cavity. The intluence of aspect ratio on 
the heat transfer characteristics within the cavity is 
shown in Fig. 15(b). The results show that, as the 
aspect ratio increases the cavity Nusselt number in- 
creases. As seen from Fig. 15(b), the period of time for 
the oscillations decreases while the amplitude of the 
oscillations increases with an increase in aspect ratio. 

Figure 15(a) presents the time history of the cavity 
Nusselt number for different temperature ratios. As 
can be seen from Fig. 15(a), the cavity Nusselt 
number increases as the upper block temperature 

Table 1 presents a summary of the lower block, 
upper block, and the cavity Nusselt numbers at steady 
state and pseudo steady state cases. As clearly shown 
by the tabulated results, the cavity Nurselt number 
increases with an increase in Rayleigh number, an 
increase in Prandtl number, an increase in tem- 
perature ratio, and an increase in aspect ratio. This 
trend is followed by both the upper block and the 
lower block Nusselt numbers. It should be mentioned 
that as the temperature ratio increases, the heat trans- 
fer from the upper block increases significantly 
because of the larger vertical temperature gradients 
along the upper block while the heat transfer from the 
lower block remains almost unchanged. This can be 
traced back to the flow over the lower block which 
does not experience any noticeable changes as the 
upper block temperature increases. Hence, the vertical 
temperature gradients along the lower block do not 
change significantly as seen in Figs. I 1 (a)-(c). 
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FIG. 14. Time history of the cavity Nusselt number for O2 = 1, A = 0.5, Ra = 10’ and 0.71 ,< Pr d 100. 
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4. COMPARISONS 

The validity and the accuracy of the numerical 
scheme were checked against two different sets of prob- 
lems. These were the buoyancy-driven flow in enclos- 
ures with differentially heated walls and the natural 
convection in square open cavities with insulated top 
and bottom walls. In the first case, the results for 
Rayleigh numbers of up to lo6 are compared with the 
benchmark solution prepared by De Vahl Davis [lo]. 
The qualitative agreement of the calculated maximum 
stream function and the Nusselt number with those of 
the benchmark solution was very good. Comparisons 
were also done for a range of different Prandtl num- 

bers and aspect ratios. This was done by using the 
heat transfer relationship reported by Catton [1 I]. 
This relationship is one of the few reliable correlations 
that incorporates Prandtl number effects. Again, our 
calculated Nusselt numbers compared quite favorably 
with the above-mentioned correlation. Comparison 
for the first set of problems were also made for a range 
of Rayleigh numbers that were higher than those com- 
monly reported in the literature. The streamline con- 
tours and isotherms for Ra = 4x 10’ showed a very 
good qualitative agreement with the corresponding 
contours reported in Paolucci and Chenoweth [ 121. 

In the second set of problems, comparisons were 
6rst made with the work of Chan and Tien [3] for a 
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Table 1. Cavity Nusselt number as a function of relevant parameters 

A = 0.25 A = 0.5 A=1 A=2 

Ra Pr 82 = 1 ez = 0.5 e2= I 92 = 2 e2= I e2 = 1 

10’ 0.71 

10’ 

lo5 

2x10s 

3 x IO5 

5 x lo5 

10’ 7.0 

1OJ 

10’ 

10’ 100 

10’ 

1.263 
0.826’ 
0.437’ 

1.616 3.011 
1.857 1.842 

-0.241 1.169 
4.176 4.232 6.197 
2.435 2.990 2.976 
1.741 1.242 3.221 

7.364 
3.400 
3.964 

8.042-8.060 
3.669-3.674 
4.368-4.389 
8.656-9.812 
3.99cM.350 
4.4lCL5.656 

1.532 
0.973 
0.561 
3.627 
2.214 
1.169 
7.312 

3.602 
3.730 
2.374 
1.3513 
7.687 

3.513 

3.737 
1.822 
1.915 
7.116 9.088 11.952 
2.953 3.823 4.920 
4.163 5.265 7.032 

3.710 

4.174 

“The cavity Nusselt number. 
bThe lower block Nusselt number. 
‘The upper block Nusselt number. 

range of Rayleigh numbers Ra Q lo*. The numerical 
results were in very good agreement, both quali- 
tatively and quantitatively with their results for the 
same range of extensions in the far field bound- 
ary conditions. For this type of geometry, quali- 
tative comparisons were also made with the work of 
Penot [l]. 

Quantitative comparisons with the experimental 
correlation presented by Catton [I 11, numerical solu- 
tions given by De Vahl Davis [IO] and the numerical 
solutions presented by Chan and Tien [3] are sum- 
marized in Table 2. The experimental correlation 
given in Catton’s [1 I] work by 

for 

2 c H/L < 10, Pr < lo’, Ra, < 10” 

and De Vahl Davis’s [lo] numerical results were based 
on a closed cavity while Chan and Tien’s [3] results 
are based on an open cavity. It should be noted that 
for the open cavity geometry Chan and Tien’s [3] 

work constituted the only set of results that we could 
make a quantitative comparison with. We could only 
make qualitative comparisons with the work of Penot 
[I] due to a lack of specific information needed to 
make a quantitative comparison. The same problem 
existed with the results given by LeQuere et al. [2]. 
For example, in Penot’s work (11 there is no explicit 
information about the Nusselt number distribution or 
the flow field and though this is the only open cavity 
work that presents any transient results it contains 
only one figure which pertains to any type of transient 
results (with no related discussions). The afore- 
mentioned figure cannot really be considered as a 
transient result since it only presents a qualitative 
description of the Nusselt number up to just a few 
At’s. An overall accuracy check was also done on the 
problem by using the global energy balance. Assuming 
the temperature gradients and the excess temperatures 
(above the ambient temperature) around the per- 
iphery of the computational domain are negligible 
and integrating the energy equation from t = 0 to 
t r,dy lutc we were able to show that the overall energy 
balance is indeed satisfied. 
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Table 2. Comparisons between related previous experimental and numerical results and the present work 

Ra Pr 

489.744 0.71 
785.904 0.71 

1056 267 0.71 
1000 I 

10000 1 
100000 1 

1000000 1 
1000 1 

10000 I 
100000 I 

1000000 1 
10000000 1 

100000000 1 

H/L Source Nu (source) 

4 ti 5.68 
4 * 6.49 
4 0 7.05 
1 b 1.117 
1 b 2.238 
1 b 4.509 
I b 8.817 
1 c I .07 
1 c 3.41 
1 c 7.69 
1 c 15 
1 F 28.6 
1 c 56.8 

Percentage 
Nu (our results) Geometry difference (%) 

5.62 Cavity 1.06 
6.48 Cavity 0.15 
7.09 Cavity 0.56 
1.116 Cavity 0.09 
2.242 Cavity 0.18 
4.522 Cavity 0.29 
8.85 Cavity 0.39 
1.07 Open cavity 0 
3.44 Open cavity 0.88 
7.78 Open cavity 1.15 

15.5 Open cavity 3.3 
29.6 Open cavity 3.5 
51.6 Open cavity 1.4 

’ Experimental correlations (Catton [ 1 I]). 
bNumerical solutions from DeVahl Davis [IO]. 
‘Numerical solutions from Chan and Tien [3]. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The transient behavior of the flow field and the heat 
transfer characteristics inside the open-ended cavity 
and its surroundings are thoroughly investigated in 
this work. The influences of the external comers on 
the flow pattern and the heat transfer process and the 
importance of the far field boundary conditions, their 
extensions, and the interaction between the con- 
trolling parameters are explored. 

The numerical results show that the flow charac- 
teristics are quite sensitive to the location where the 
boundary conditions are applied. It was found that 
the extent of the enlarged computational domain has 
a more pronounced effect on the results than earlier 
anticipated by other investigators. The results show 
that the flow and heat transfer characteristics inside 
the open-ended cavity and in its immediate sur- 
roundings do not change significantly provided that 
the computational domain is extended at least 60 times 
the cavity height for cases with high Rayleigh 
numbers. The significant effect of the sharp corners 
on the flow field and heat transfer process in the open- 
ended cavity is shown via the vorticity generation and 
the introduction of the flow instabilities. 

The transient behavior of the flow field is char- 
acterized by the secondary recirculating flow for- 
mation along the lower block in addition to the pri- 
mary flow inside the open-ended cavity. The creation 
of the secondary recirculating flow and the primary 
flow, their interactions, fluctuations in their strengths, 
and their approach towards the steady state are dis- 
cussed at length. The opposing interactions between 
the ‘suction mechanism’ and the ‘buoyant mechanism’ 
leading to the introduction of oscillation in the heat 
transfer process are analyzed. The transient results 
show that the damping of the oscillations decreases 
with an increase in Rayleigh number while it 

increases for larger Prandtl numbers. The transient 
results also show that the frequency and amplitude of 
the oscillations in the heat transfer process decrease 
with an increase in the upper block temperature. 
Furthermore, it is also found that the amplitude of 
oscillations increase with an increase in the aspect 
ratio. 
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EFFET DES BORDS EFFILES ET DES CONDITIONS AUX LIMIT-ES SUR LES 
ECOULEMENTS FLOTTANTS 

RCum&--On discute des effets des bords effilbs et des conditions aux limites eloignees sur la generation des 
tourbillons et des instabilites. L’importance des conditions aux limites et l’interaction entre les variables 
operatoires sont discuties et une analyse en profondeur est presented pour I’t!coulement du fluide et 
I’interaction des tourbillons dans une cavite ouverte. La formation dune region stratiliee thermiquement 
et son role dans les instabilites thermiques sont discutts. Le comportement variable du champ d’ecoulement, 
a travers la formation des tourbillons et les interactions en opposition, est ttudie a travers les mecanismes 
de flottement et de suction qui conduisent a un vortex central oscillant, a une survitesse et a des oscillations 
dans les m&canismes thermiques. Enfin, les effets des parametres geometriques et thermophysiques ainsi 

que I’influence du nombre de Rayleigh et de niveaux differents de temperature sont etudies I fond. 

EINFLUS VON SCHARFEN ECKEN AUF FREIE KONVEKTIONSSTRGMUNGEN 
UNTER BESONDERER BERUCKSICHTIGUNG DER AUSSEREN BERANDuNG 

Zusammenfassung-Der EinAuD van scharfen Ecken und der Randbedingungen auf die Wirbelbildung 
und Stromungsinstabilitlten wird untersucht. Ausfiihrlich wird auf die Bedeutung der Randbedingungen 
und die Wechselwirkung zwischen den Kontrollvariablen eingegangen. Eine tiefgreifende Analyse der 
gegenseitigen Beeinflussung von Stromung und Wirbelbildung in einem offenen Kanal wird p&entiert. 
Die Ausbildung eines therm&h geschichteten Gebiets und seine Rolle bei der Entstehung von therm&hen 
Instabilitlten wird diskutiert. Das zeitliche Verhalten des Striimungsfeldes bei der Bildung von Wirbeln 
und den gegensatzlichen Auswirkungen der Auftriebs- und Saugmechanismen, die zu einem oszillierenden 
Zentralwirbel, einem UberschieBen und zu Oszillationen bei der WIrmeiibertragung fiihren, wird analysiert. 
AbschlieBend werden sowohl die Einfliisse der geometrischen und thennophysikalischen Parameter als 

such der EinfluD der Rayleigh-Zahl und verschiedener Temperaturniveaus urn&send untersucht. 

MCCJIEJIOBAHHE BJIHJIHMII OcTpbIX YI-JIOB HA CBOBOAHOKOHBEKTMBHOE 
TEgEHHE C YqETOM BHEIIIHMX I-PAHHH 

Anmnra~Wccnenyercn anmume ocrpm yrnoe H rpaHHnHslx ycnoeHii B npH6mrreHm ga.nbHero 

IIOJIX Ha BHXpeo6pa3OBaHHeH HCycrOlqHsocrbrcneHHa.06cyznaercxponbrpaHHlmhurycnOB~ ByXa- 

3aHHOM lIpH6flKiteHHll Ii B3aHMOLidCrSHe Mer;l(y XOH~nHpyMUHbtH ECJlWIHHaKH. A QOBOLlHTCX 

TIUWRJlbH~ aHUIB3 TCPeHHll WiXpeit B He-%lMKHyTbfX IIOJIOCTIX. ki3yQUTCX o6pasoeamie TepMHWCICH 

~am~Hltrr~~O~o6nacTAHctHen~~~HH~~RxHHeHaTe~OByloHey~O~9He~b. haJlH- 

3HPylOTCII HCCTalUiOHapHOCTb UOJUl TIYIOHHI B lIpOU= BHXpeO6piU088HHR H IIpOTHBOneiiCTBHe 

tlOJMMHOii CHJIbl A OTCOCB. ll~BOAXlUHX I 803HALHOBCHHlO ll)‘Jlbclrp)‘lOulerO UeHTpaJlbHOrO BHXPX, a 
Tame x sapbsiposasmo u rone6a8uuu4 npouecCa TemonepeHoCa. I~OJX~O~HO Hccnenymrcn a TaxXe 

PACRa PWIen H PCUIHYHYX YpOBHd Tt%fIlCpZtT)‘p. 


